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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a novel analytics dashboard which
visualises the key features of scholarly documents. The
Dashboard aggregates the salient sentences of scholarly papers,
their rhetorical types and the key concepts mentioned within
these sentences. These features are extracted from papers
through a Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology,
called Xerox Incremental Parser (XIP). The XIP Dashboard is a
set of visual analytics modules based on the XIP output. In this
paper, we briefly introduce the XIP technology and demonstrate
an example visualisation of the XIP Dashboard.

1. INTRODUCTION
As literatures expand and fields become increasingly
multidisciplinary, it is common for researchers to find
themselves navigating papers produced in a variety of research
fields; some of which are written according to norms and
conventions that are different from those of their ‘home’
disciplines. When engaging with this literature, a core
competency is a ‘critical mind’, which includes an ability to
identify when significant claims and arguments are being made
in articles. The ability to decode such moves in texts is essential,
as is the ability to make such moves in one’s own writing. For
this reason, we are interested in analytics tools which help
readers to make sense of the scholarly, and which provide
feedback to writers, ranging from students to experienced
researchers, on the quality of their own writing.
Research into academic writing draws attention to the question
of whether or not there are universal conventions for such
scholarly moves (see [1, 2] for example studies). Literature
shows that scholarly articles have typical argument structures
regardless of their discipline. Therefore, while engaging with the
literature; researchers make use of specific linguistic cues in the
text. These are referred to technically as ‘metadiscourse’
markers. Metadiscourse is an important element of a document.
It allows readers to make sense of a text; understand viewpoints,
arguments and claims; thus engaging with the author’s intended
meaning [3]. Authors signal argumentative moves by using wellestablished patterns known as ‘metadiscourse markers’. Such
elements inside the text are discipline-independent clear forms
that are actually identifiable. However, identifying these can be
challenging for literature reviewers.
Although identifying such argumentative elements within the
documents can be challenging for the human readers,
‘metadiscourse markers’ can be automatically identified. An
increasing number of electronic publications through electronic
library databases has prompted an increase in research and

development in the field of machine processing. Research into
this field has been providing more effective ways of navigating
the literature and helping readers to engage with ideas. And
work in natural language processing (NLP) technology has made
it possible to detect ‘metadiscourse markers’ automatically.
In this paper we will introduce an NLP tool, called Xerox
Incremental Parser (XIP). XIP’s discourse analysis module
identifies rhetorically salient sentences on the basis of the
‘metadiscourse markers’. We, then demonstrate the XIP
dashboard, which builds on the XIP output. It is designed to
help readers to make sense of the scholarly papers more rapidly
and conveniently; and to assess the current state of the art in
terms of trends, patterns, gaps and connections.

2. XEROX INCREMENTAL PARSER
Xerox Incremental Parser (XIP) is an NLP tool which carries
out automated metadiscourse analysis of scholarly text
documents. It aims at highlighting the main research issues that
the article handles. The idea behind the tool is that “rhetorical
moves can be detected from the author’s language use” [4].
Therefore, XIP highlights metadiscourse that conveys the
author’s rhetorical strategy and labels the rhetorical functions
such as: summary, background knowledge, contrasting ideas,
novelty, surprising idea, and open question. For example, in the
following paragraph of text (Figure 1), XIP extracted two salient
sentences (highlighted in yellow) and identified rhetorical type
of these sentences (as Novelty and Contrast) on the basis of the
metadiscourse markers (shown in red). In addition, XIP
identifies concepts (nouns and noun phrases) within rhetorically
salient sentences, which indicate the topics dealt with by the
sentence (underlined in the Figure 1).

Figure 1 An example XIP analysis
XIP’s raw output is a semantically tagged file suitable for
subsequent machine analysis. While such plain textual output is
well suited for researchers to analyse manually, or with other
tools, this is not a form which could be usefully or attractively

presented back to either learners, educators seeking to assess
their progress, or to other kinds of information analyst for whom
this work is relevant. Therefore the XIP Dashboard, a visual
analytics on XIP output, has been implemented to solve this
problem.

3. THE XIP DASHBOARD
The XIP dashboard has three parts, each of which visualises the
XIP output in a different way. This paper illustrates one example
visualisation (Figure 2), for other visualisations and detailed
information please see the demo video and our previous paper
[5].
As shown in Figure 2, the XIP dashboard consists of a bubble
chart which displays the occurrence of scholarly papers on
specific topics, filtered by user-selected concepts. As shown by
the colour spectrum at the top, saturation represents the total
number of papers mentioning the selected concepts as salient
(the darker the bubble, the higher the number of papers); and
while the size of the bubble represents the ‘density’ of the
concept in the paper based on the number of XIP classified
sentences in which it occurs (the bigger the bubble, the denser
the use of the concept). When a user mouse overs a concept
bubble, it displays a pie chart showing the relative distribution
of rhetorical types. For example, it could display the total
number of contrasting idea statements made in relation to the
selected concept within papers. When a user selects a segment
of the pie, these sentences are listed. This then enables users to
see the full paper that mentions the selected sentence with all
other highlighted salient sentences within the paper.
In the conference demo, we will be showing the XIP Dashboard
visualisations with a specific test corpus. The dataset we will be
using is the Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK) dataset.
This dataset is published by the Society for Learning Analytics
Research (SoLAR) [6]. Prior to implementation of the XIP
Dashboard, the LAK Dataset papers were analysed through XIP.
This produced a semantically tagged output file of each paper
for subsequent machine analysis. Output files were then
imported into a relational MySQL database and the user
interface was implemented using PHP and JavaScript, making
use of Google Chart Tools for the interactive visualisations.
Current version of the XIP dashboard is built from locally stored
data. All the LAK dataset papers were rendered by the XIP
tool’s developers, who then shared the output files with us. By
the time of the LAK ’14 conference, we plan to be able to build
an architecture where XIP can be called as a web service.

Therefore in the conference demo, the XIP dashboard will be
accessing XIP services remotely through its API.

4. CONCLUSION
Authors use specific discipline-independent argumentative
patterns, called ‘metadiscourse markers’. These help readers to
identify significant claims and arguments made by the authors.
However the identification of such patterns can be difficult for
the human readers. As computational techniques are maturing,
NLP tools are becoming available to automatically identify these
markers. However the results are not very user-friendly. The
XIP Dashboard has been implemented to address these problems
and provide user-friendly visual analytics of academic writing.
In the LAK ’14 conference demo session, we will demonstrate
the different types of visualisations offered by the XIP
dashboard on a specific test corpus (LAK dataset). In the live
demo, we will also be explaining how the XIP dashboard can be
used to improve the quality of the academic writing process.
The current version of the XIP dashboard restricts itself with
enabling its users to make sense of the published literature. Our
longer term goal is using the XIP Dashboard as a formative
assessment tool for one’s own writing, in which users will get
visual analytics results of their own contributions.
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Figure 2 An example XIP Dashboard Visualisation

